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Abs tract
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are regions that have been reserved by law to
protect all or part of a designated environment. In Canada, this concept has evolved into
Marine Conservation Areas (MCAs) which are defined as regions thai arc managed for
sustainable list . These include regions ranging from the sea bed to the surface of the
water and include the living resources within that environment. MPAs have been studied
mostly in terms of their possible biological implications. but, as in other aspects of
fisheries biology, it is also imponant to examine the legal, economic and social
implications of their implementation. These considerations are especially Important in
locations where the majority of people cam their living from the sea. Recently, Parks
Canada identified the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay regions of coastal Newfoundland as
a possible site for an MCA. A number of considerations by management can help ensure
the ultimate success of this MCA. Clearly identifying the regulations and associated
penalties within appropriate legislation is a difficult but necessary step. Maximizing the
potential economic benefits of these regions would also improve the chances of success
for such initiatives in that they improve public support for this initiative. Whether
economic benefits arc compatible with the biological goals of the region would appear to
be highly dependent upon the efficiency of the management structure in enforcement

measures and public education. The need for public support has been recognized by
Parks Canada and exhibited in their attempts to educate and update the affected
communities with newsletters, public meetings, and community facilitators. It is possible

for the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MeA to be successfully implemented. Given the
econom ic difficulties that have resulted from the northern cod moratorium it will be an
uphill battle. The morato rium has. howe ver, also provided the perfec t opportuni ty to
argue for conservation measures . A successful initiative has the potential to revitalize the
economy and the biologica l characteristics of the region. Failure, given past trends within
this region. will most likely result in further depletion of the reso urces that are distribut ed
within this region.
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Cha pte r I: Intr oduction
1.1 - Introdu ction
Human impacts upon the Eanh have never been greater. "Thesheer scale of these
impacts has expanded largely because of the ever-increasing population of humans. more
"e fficient" technologies. and the effects of human activities upon the earth . The natural
resources that arc: utilized to suppon human populations (e.g. oil) are largely extrac tive in
nature and the processes involved in extracting these resources can often be detrimental to
the ecosystem. It follows then that the problems arising from these sons of activities will

be compounded as populations and their demands continue to increase. With respect to
the world' s oceans. a full three-quarters of the pollution presently entering this
environment can be attributed to human activities on land (Weber 1993). and this impact
is expected to increase as populatio ns shift towards the coastal zone in the coming
decades . Concurren t with these developments. human awareness of the environmen t and
our impacts upon it have also reached an all time high, In the age of the " global village",
phrases such as "ozone friendly", "recyclable", and "biodegradable" have become
commonplace in the average Nonh American household.

Despite this resurgence in

interest in the environment. many people are unaware of the many prob lems within the
world 's oceans.

There is widespread belief that the oceans are an undiscovered

wilderness with inexhaustib le resources that will act as a possible remedy to the world
shortages in food and particularly in protein (Lien and Graham 1985; Weber 1993;
Agardy 1995).

The oceans of the world play a critical role in the health of the Earth' s biosphere
(Parks Canada 199830) and they also provide immeasurable aesthetic value to humans .
Oceans are vital in the atmospheric exchanges along the water air interface.

These

exchang es regulate the global climate andcontribute to the global oxygen supply white
reduc ing the amount of carbon dioxide present within the atmosphere • a mechanism
which is referred to as me " biological pump' (Weber 1993). Ocean life also impacts
nitrogen and sulfur cycling , pollutant dispersion and metabolism. and the stability and
erosion of coastal areas (Peterson and Lubchenco 1997: Snelgrove er al. 1997).

In

addition to the importance cf the oceans for me Earth's general health. the ocean s arc of
primary importance because of the resources that they contain. Marine fisheries have
sustained innwnerable coastal communities for millennia (Weber 1994). and failures of
fisheries have subseque ntly created social and economic havoc on impacted areas .
Oceans also provide recreation and tourism dollars mat can form a staple of local
economics. encompassing activities from sunbathing to boating to whale '...a. rching.
The oceans cover some 70% of the Earth.and it is their massive scale that has
given the impression that fisheries could be sustained at continuously higher levels fo r
millennia to come (Weber 1994). However. it has been estimated that approximately 8090% of some world fish stocks are being removed each year by industrial fishing (Safina
1995). While this type of depletion may be the most evident human impact. other trends
represent a threat to me oceans. Rapid population growth., industrial expansion. increased
food consumption and poverty have contributed to coastal pollution. habitat destruct ion

and the dep letion o f marine life.

These impacts have had their own implications

including depl etion in local species diversity and reduced recreat ional uses of the oceans .
A depletion in marine biodiversity can result in depleted functioni ng of the "biological
pump" and possible elimination of unique, und iscovered organisms, and their pote ntial
uses .....ithin the ocean (Weber 1993; NRC 1995 ). In addition. pollution of coastal and
open water environme nts threatens "ece-tourism" industry within these environm ents.
Our increas ing social and econo mic depend ence upon the oceans combined with
the conti nual depletion of world resources, has created a pressing need for some remedy
for the escalating deterioration of marine habitats and resources. It has become obvious
that traditiona l approaches to fisheries and marine resource management have not been
success ful. and it hasbeen suggested that marine reserves in the form of Marine Protected
Areas could offer a prom ising alternative as pan o f future mana gement initiatives (Lauck
et al. 1998). Marine Protected Areasor MPAs are considered to have great potential for
savi ng, stud ying and sustaini ng the biodiversity of the world's oceans (Sobe l 199);
Larkin 1996) because they provide a geographic framework in which resources can be
utilized on a sustainable basis. MPAs also provide a legal structure that is cons idered to
be beneficial for government purposes and for those who will be directly affected by such
regions (Agardy 1995).

1.2 - T he Historical Developm en t of the Marin e Prct eeted Ana Co ncept
The concept of Marine Protec ted Areas (MFAs) is oot a new one . The enrliest
MPA is thought to have been esta blished in Glacier Bay, Alaska in 1910 (Morton 1996).
Another MPA. the Fort Jefferson National Monumenl Park. in Florida. "'45 established in
1935 and encompasses 18.850 ha of ocean and 35 ha of coastal land (Gu bbay 1995;
Morton 1996). Despite these early initiatives. the terms refuges and sanc tuaries arc still
assoc iated largely with the terrestrial realm. This is not surprising. cons idering thai the
concept of national terrestrial parks was developed and established much earl ier and
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much greater degree than their mari ne equivalents. Within Canada. for example. an area
of 26 km ~ in Banff. Alberta was set aside in 1885 for public use. Since then. 3 \ other
areas totaling 140.00 tun: o f land have been set aside (Mondor 1985 ; Graham. et a!.
I991l . The shift towards the marine realm and MPAs took place in 1962 when the first
World Conference on Nationa l Parks emphasized the need for the desi gnation of marine
silts. then referred to as marine parks. This recognition ofa problem arose in response to
increasi ng thre ats to the beauty, cultural heritage and floral and faunal composi tion of the
ocean (Kelleher and Kenchington 1991; Graham et aI. 1992; Duffus and Dearden 1993;
Morton 1996). Since this time, MP As have continually been a part of the policies of the
World Congress on National Parks and Protected Areas and other world environmentallyoriented organizations (Gubbay 1995).

This heightened profile has resulted in the

creation of marine protected area programs throughout the world.

The first MPAs were most often extensions of terrestrial parks and protected
areas. and often consisted of small. enclosed bays that were adjacent to existing terrestrial
parks (Graham et al. 1992; Gubbay 1995). Coastal locations were also often identified

because of pressure created in these regions from human patterns of coastal settlement
(Gubbey 1995). Thus. the need for reserves was more evident in coastal areas where
deterioration was more easily seen. More recently, marine sites have been designated
independen tly of their coastal counterparts. and a number of areas offshore ha..-e been
identified as potential MPA$. These include potential sites off the coast of the island of
Ne....foundland (Gubbay 1995; DFO 1997).

1.3 - Tra di cional lmpedi ments 10 Implementarion a nd Success
Despite the increase in importance of MPAs on a global scale. there are a number
of potential problems faced by those who are responsible for the designation and
establishment of these regions. One of the most daunting issues facing implementing
organizations is obtaining public support from the communities that will be effected by
the MPA. A lack.of public support can result from the commonly usedtop-down. which
is perceived as an autocratic approach to implementation (Graham et aI. 1992). This
often creates a lack of understanding on the part of the public on what rules and
regulations will be enforced within the proposed marine protected area. This uncertainty
then translates into a sense of distrust on the part of the public. Other impediments can
result from a lack. of specificity in the applicable legislation. Any type of ambiguity

within legislation can create a lack of commitmen t on the part of the staff involved. wbic h
in tum can jeopard ize the entire initiative. Any breakdo wn within the regulating bod ies is
often translated to the members o f the community which in tum can affect their attitudes
toward the MPA. It has also been suggested that difficul ties in implementation may be
pan ly due to a lack of information . understanding and commun ication of ecosystem
concepts am ong the scientists. managers. and harvesters invo lved (Done 1998).

1.4 - Research G oab
Because of the increas ing profile of such regions. ParksCanada has introd uced an
initiative tha t would establish a modified marine protected areaor Mari ne Conservation
Area (MCA ) in a marine region adjacent to the coast of Newfoundland. The goal of this
particu lar study is to exam ine the concept of Marine Conservancn Areas within the

Newfoundland context. with particular reference to the proposed site in the Bcnavista and
Notre Dame Bay regions . Th is will be done first. to examine the legal implications of
implementing such a system within this region. and then to assess the biological.
econo mic. and soc ial implications of limiting access to the fishery resource that is the
primary employer o f the people who inhabit this region. The Bcnavista and Notre Dame
Bay region s are particularl y appropriat e for such a Marine Conservat ion Area because of
the wide variety of physical . biological. and cultural characteristics that are displayed
within this region (Parks Canada 1991). Within some of the inlets. for exam ple. some
warm water species that are nonnal ly found in more southern locations have been

identified. and the colder waters within the fjords contain arctic species such as Icelandic
scallops. In add ition, many marine mammals and whales are frequent visitors of this
region (Parks Canada 1997). An MCA could also be of pan icular significance as a
mechanism to help reduce the impacts of the depletion of the northern cod stock and the
moratorium on harvesti ng of this spec ies. Despite these many attributes . an MCA for this
region is complicated by the fact that commercial fishery for cod. and more recently for
crab and other species. has been by far the most significant employer in the region. Thus.
can the traditional usage of this region be reconciled with marine conserv atio n needs and
can a Marine Conservation Alta be the means through which these opposing goals are
reco nciled ?

I.S - Researc h Mcthods
This study will symheslze extensive research from existing literature concerning
Marine Protected Areas and Marine Conservation Areas with infonnation obtained from
local newspapers . television. radio programs. and documents obtained from contacts

within governm ent organizations (e.g.• Parks Canada. Federal Department of Fisheries
and Oceans). Such a synthesis will allow evaluation of how the broad concept of Marine
Protected Areas that has been developed for other areas of the world mayor may not be
appropriate to the Newfoundland situation. and how specific concepts may be app lied to
this region.

Chapt er II: Marine Conserva tion Areas: Purp ose, Practice
and Benefits
2.1 - Wh a t I re Marin e Prot ected Areas?
The term Marine Protected Area (MPA) hasbeen used to describe a divers ity of
app licat ions. thus. providi ng a precise definition is not an easy task. The International
Unio n for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) identi fied the following de finitio n in 1988
at its

1-'" General Assembly:
" Any area of intertida l or subti dal terrain. together with its overlying water and
assoc iated flora. fauna. historical and cultural features. which has been reserved
by law or other effective means to protect part or all of the enclosed environment"
(G ubbay 1995).

While this definit ion is a good one. it by no means desc ribes all of the structures that use
this name.

as d ifferent

countries often have differing goa ls and policies to govern these

regions (Gubbay 1995). In addition, many or the countries involved have used different
term inolog y to identify regions that are very similar in purpose. Tenns that have been

used incl ude: ' marine parks' . ' marine reserves' , ' marine sanctuaries ' and, in Canada.
' mari ne conserva tion areas' (Gubbay 1995; DFO 1997; Parks Canada 1997). The goals
of these regions can range from protecti ng the genetic diversity of a region to the
protection of a rare or endangered species or popu lation.

Othe r objectives target

protecting regions that are important to the life cycles of economically important species .
facilitating the interpretation o f marine regions. or identify ing regions where scienti fic
research or training can take place (Gubbay 1995). Different countries often have one or

more or these objectives with unique modifications to accommodate me speci fic situation
involved .

2.2 - Parks Canada Co nce pt
Marin e Conservation Areas (MCAs) are a Parks Canada modification of the MPA
concept.

These are regions mat are singled out to be protected, but they are also

des ignated as regions that are to be 'sw tainably used' - they allow the resourc es thai are
round within the defined area to be harvested at a sustainable level (Parks Canada 1997).
In the words or Parks Canada ( 1997):
- A national marine conse rvation area is a marine environmen t which is managed
for sustainable use. It includes everything from the sea bed. incl uding the subsoil ,
to the surface or the water and includes the living resources within that
environment The em phasis is on the ocean. altho ugh wetlands, river estuaries.
uninhab ited islands and some small amounts or coastal land may be included" ,
This defi nition is very similar to the one that was defined by the IUCN, however,
the Parks Canada concept is more spec ific because it states that harves ting activities are
considered to be a pan or these regions as long as they " subject to protec ting the
conservatio n area 's ecosystems, to maintaini ng viable stocks. and to anain ing the purpose
and objec tives or the marine conservati on area- (Parks Canada 199 8b),

This is a

necessary inclusion within the Canadi an policy if these regions are to be successfully
implemented within waters that have traditionally supported harvesting activities that
often form the basis of local economies,

One of the essential components of the Canadian MCA system plan is the concept
of zoning, which defines different levels of both use and protection within the MCA
(Parks Canada 1998b). There are three zones that can potentially apply to regions within
the MCA. and these are referred to as Zones 1.2 and) respectively. Zone I regions will
be regions that are singled out for preservation. Within these zones the harvesting of

renewable resources ....ill not be permitted and visitors will normally be restricted from
entering. Construction of permanent structure within these regions will also not be
permitted. Such regions will normally be selected based on any of several criteria.
including that they are either considered critical to the survival of threatened or
endangered species. particularly sensitive to human activities. ecologically unique. or of
historical significance. The Zone 2 designation defines regions that are singled out for
the components of their natural environments. Within these regions. harvesting activities

will also be prohibited. however. a small amount of research and public education will be
permissible with minimal support facilities. Zone 2 regions will include those [hat
surround Zone t regions. and regions where public education is an integral part of both
environmental monitoring and research activities. Finally, Zone) regions will be singled
out as conservation areas.

Within these regions. fish harvesting activities will be

permitted as long as the basic function of the ecosystem is maintained. and hunting
activities will also be permitted at a conservative level. Permanent facilities 10 support
public education activities will be permitted within Zone) regions. It is also important to
note that all MCAs will contain a core of both Zone t and 2 areas and that all zones of

10

MCAs can potentially be closed if. at a point in time. they require greater protection
(Parks Canada 1998b). Zones have not, as of yet, been applied to the Bonavista and
Notre Dame Bay site.

2.3 - Denlopment oft be Mari ne Conservation Area Concepc with in Ca nada
The Marine Protec ted Area concept is not a new one wi thin Canada. As in othe r
countries. the profil e of this concept increased within Canada in the 1960' s. and in 1971
stud ies were sponsore d by Parks Canada to examine the feasib ility of adding marine
components to the existing national terrestrial parks. Among those consid ered was Terra
Nova Natio nal Park, which falls within the current proposed sire (M cBurney 1978: Bird
1995; Yurik and Mercier 1995). These ear ly studies represented the first attempt by any
country to look at oceanic processes and to suggest how a long-range national plan for the
conservation of the marine habitat could be formulated (McBurney 1978). In addition.
the proponents of the study were among the first to recognize the need for joint
manag ement betwee n the involved departments (Graham et aI. 1992). Although the level
of awareness of this subject was raised in the 1960 ' s and 1970's . the translation to offic ial
policy did not lake place until 1986 when Parks Canada release d the "National Marine
Parks Policy" (Parks Canada 1998a ), This delay in policy implementat ion may have
been the result of a number of contributing factors, including a lack of resourc es and
researc h capabil ity within the Parks Canada institution at the time. the fear of the
potential cost of fund ing researc h within the larger. more dynamic marine ecosyste m,

"

concerns about public access to the region. and the protec tive nature of the Parks Canada
infrasttucture (Graham et aI. 1992). Despite this delay, the policy was released in 1986
including input from extensi ve public consulta tions. Th is was mod ified in 1994 into the
" Parks Canada Guid ing Princip les and Operational Polici es". One of the more notable
modificat ions contained within this document was the chan ge from the usage o f the term
" marine park" to the current term , " mari ne conservation area" . Th is mod ification was
made in order to minimize the comparisons between the terrestrial park concept that
prevents the extractio n of natural resources and the less restrictive mari ne conce pt (Parks
Canada 1998a).

Other important points that were included in this po licy incl uded

emphasis on the unique nature of the marine environmen t. the imponan ce of public
cons ultations. and the necessity for integrated or coopera tive managem ent (Mondor
1988). In 1995, the national marine conservat ion areas system plan. "Sea to Sea to Sea"

was released by Parks Canada. This document outli ned their methods for identifying
poten tial MCAs thro ugh the usc o f a biogeograph ical class ification system (Parks Canada

1995).

2." - Goals of Marine Conservation Areu
As mentioned earlier, the goals of Marine Protected Areas can vary according to

the country and the charac teristics of the environme nt to be protected. The ultimate
objective of Marine Conservat ion Areas has been identified by ParksCanada ( 1998a) as
follows:

12

10 protect and conserve for all time national marine areas of Canadian
significanc e tha t are representati ve of the country's ocean environments and the
Great lakes, and to encoura ge public undemanding, appreci ation and enjoyment
o f this marin e heritage so as to leave it unimpaired for future generations" .
Other goals for the national MCAs as indicated within Parks Canada policy
documents ( 1995: 1997) include:
maintaining marine ecol ogical processes and life suppon systems
preservin g biodiversity
serving as models of the sustainable use of both species and ecosyste ms
facil itating and encouragi ng marine research and ecological monitoring
the protection o f depleted. vulnerable. threatened . or endangered species or
popu lations
preserv ing habitats that are considered critical to the survival of species
protecting and maintaini ng regions th.a1 are critica l to the lifecycles of
eco nomically important spec ies
Generally speaki ng. these more speci fic goals art summarized in the general statemen t
that the purpose o f an MCA is to " protect and to conserve the marine environment "

(Parks Canada 1991). It is also interesting to note that many consi der the preserva tion of
biodiversity as a prerequi site for sustai nable use o f natural resourc es (Hammer et al.

1993). If Parks Canada achieves this goal alo ne, many would consider these initiatives
success ful.

"

2.5 - Identification of the Proposed Sile
The large land-mass thai comprises Canada. and the variety of aquatic ecosystems

that border and lie within it, make the protection of these aquatic ecosystems difficult.
Randomly designating MCAs would be an option. however. Parks Canada wishes to
designate aquatic ecosystems that are representative of these regions (Parks Canada
1995). There arc five basic steps that Parks Canada has developed to identify and
implement MCAs.

These include: (I ) identifying representative marine areas (2)

selecting potential MCAs (3) assessing MeA feasibility (4) negoliating an MCA
agreement and (5) establishing the new MCA in legislation (Parks Canada 1999b). To
accommodate the first goal. Parks Canada has adopted a biogeographical method that
identifies possible sites for MCAs. This method divides the marine environment into
distinct regions based upon their biological and oceanographic characteristics (Parks
Canada 1995). Through the use of this biogeographical method and a scientific
consultative process. 29 marine regions have been identified within the Great l akes (5
regions). Arctic (10). Pacific (5). and Atlantic Oceans (9) (Duffus and Dearden 1993).
This number represents a significant increase from the 9 marine regions that were
identified by Parks Canada in the late 1960s (Graham et al. 1992). The ultimate objective
is that each of the 29 regions would be represented by a national MCA (Parks Canada
1998a). This does not mean there win be one Me A for each region. because one MCA
may represent more than one biogeographic region (Graham et at. 1992). For example. 5
of the 29 marine regions are cWTtntly represented in 3 MCAs and the marine component

"

of a terrestrial park : two in Gwaii Haanas, B.C.; o ne in Fathom Five. ON; one in
Sagueney-S t. La....renee . PQ; one in Pacific Rim National Reserve (Parks Canada 1998c).
One of the 29 regions that Parks Canada hasidentified within the Atlantic zone is
described as the "Newfoundland Shelf Region" (Parks Canada 1995). From this region.
three possible sites were initially identified as potential MeAs. These included Bonavista
BaylF unk Island. Trinity Bay and Hare Bay. From these sites. the final area of interest
was identified as extending from Cape Bonavista to North Head in Notre Dame Bay and

offsho re to Funk Island (Parks Canada 1995; Parks Canada 1997). The final MCA could
include all Of a portio n of this area of intcrest (Figure I).

Figure 2. 1. The Area of Interest for the Proposed Bonavistaand Notre Dame Bay Marine
Conservati on Area (Modified from Parks Canada 1997).

"

No offshore boundaries have been defined for the proposed Me A . but it has been
suggested that protection should ideally extend to the end of the cont inental shelf
(Macnab 1997) . This encompasses a large region. but is considered to be an ideal
representation of the Newfound land Shelf region (Parks Canada 199 7) because of the
variety of marine life present and the physical and cultural characteri stics of the area.
The region is physically very diverse; the Notre Dame Bay end has many different sized
islands scattered along

~

coastline. and numerous bays and inlets. whereas the

Bonavista end includes more narrow bays and sounds . with cliffs. sandy beec hes.
marshes and intertidal flats ( Parks Canada I998d) . In addition. the depths range from
intertidal to depths o f SOO m in bays up to 3000 m alo ng the conti nental shelf. The region
also incl udes Funk Island which is a multi-species seabird colony of national significance
(Par ks Canada 1998d). The large size o f the region is important in help ing to ensure that
the area is representat ive o f the identified region and that the overall conservation o f the
region is maintained (Parks Canada 1998b). Th is potential site is also ad'..antageous
because it is adjacent to an established nationa l terrestrial park. which reduces the amount
o f land-based pollution which may enter the ecosystem (Parks Canada 1998b).

In

add ition. the infrastructure for the interpretive nature of the MCA is already present
with in the terrestrial compo nent of the national parks system.
Curre ntly, step (3). the feasibility study of the MCA process. is underwa y on the
Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay site. The objectives of the feasibility study are: (I ) to
determine the public's goals for the region in question (2) to provide the public with

16

information of the implications o f the MCA. and (3) to obtain public opinion on whethe r
the proposed MCA should be established <Parks Canada 1991). The feasibility study
itself will have four parts, including information exchanges. workshops. public reviews of
proposals , and finally the advisory committee 's recommendation (Parks Canada 1991).
The first stage has been comple ted through the employment of community facilitat ors
who have prompted informal meetings with residents and thro ugh the circulation of a
newslett er in Octobe r 1997 (Parks Canada 1997). Further stages, incl uding the selectio n
of 20 members for the public advisory committee from communities and other
stake holders within the region, arc o ngoing. Greater than half o f the people on the board
will be harvesters or representatives from the local fish harvester ' s union, and will be
chose n beca use they exemplify the wide variety of intere sts and the geographic extent of
the regio n (Parks Canada 1991: CS C Radio 19983). This comm ittee will oversee the

feasibility study and recommend ,'..hether the MCA should be estab lished (Parks Canada
1997).

11

Cha pter III: Legal Aspects of Marine Conservation Areas
3.1 - CODsidentioDsfor Legislators
Prior to creating new. or amend ing old. legis lation to accomm odate these regions.
a num ber of international agreements and national laws and policies that potentially affect
them must be considered. The most important interna tional law that affects the ocean is
the Law of the Sea. The Law of lhe Sea had its beginni ngs in 1958. yet desp ite these
ear ly origins it was not ratified until 1994 (Gibson and Warren 1995). Within this law.
conse rvatio n is only generally dealt with in that it imposes a basic obligatio n for those
countri es involved to protect the marine environment and to prevent or limit the amount
of pollution that enters the environm ent. There is. in fact. no d irect mention of Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs) with in the Law of the Sea (Gibson and Warren 1995) . MPAs
have. how ever. been mentioned with in a number o f other internat ional conventions and
agreements. The exte nt of the effects of these conventions rang e from a regional level to
glo bal coverage . When creati ng an Marine Conse rvation Area (MCA ). one o f the criteria
that can ensure its success or failure is the legislation involved.
The legislatio n in the establishment process of an MCA is vital because if it lacks
sufficient detail about all aspects of the MCA. then the man agement regime will be
subject to heightened public pressures from powerful local groups. It is the short-term
econ omic goals of these groups that may ultimately je opardi ze the success of the
conserv ation area (Kelleher and Kenchington 199 1). The detail s of the legislation shou ld
include the regional objectives for conservation. recreational activities. education. and
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researc h.

Without this legis lative specificity. the designation of this area wo uld be

viewed by the public as a political gesture rather than one tha t was genuin ely designed to
conserve the mari ne environment (Kelleher and Kenc bington 1991). The speci fics o f the
legi slation will. of course, vary from country to country accord ing to culture and
tradition s.
The disparity in ju risdict ions and objectives worldwide emphasizes the fact that
internationa l law does not have the legislative nor enforceme nt powe r to protect these
types of regions (Gibson and Warren 1995). Instead. this type of regulat ion must be
provided for within the national legislation of the countries involved and includi ng the
necessary specificity if the in itiative will be ultimately successfu l.

3.2 - Ca na.d ian Legislati on
An official Canadian marine parks policy was created in 1986. however. the
legislative efforts to accommoda te this policy were limited to modifications of the
"National Parks Act" in 1988 (Parks Canada 19983).

This accommodation was

accomplished thro ugh broadening the definition of "park" as it was previously defined to
incl ude the concept of national marine parks (Graham et al. 1992). As in most other
countries. the existing legislation that deals with national parks in Canada is terrestrial in
nature because the first protected areas were established on land (Salm and Clark 1984).
Terr estrial laws. however , often lack the necessary spec ificity to accommodat e the unique
characteristics of the marine enviro nment, For exampl e. one of the major problem s that
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arises when drafting leg islation specific to the marine environment is in defining
boundari es for the regions (Kenc hiegton 1988). As such. the amendmen ts thaI have been
made to the " National Parks Act" have been viewed as temporary until such a time when
new. more comprehensive legislation can be formulated (Parks Canada 1998b). A more
comprehensive legislation would include specification s on the m inister's responsibilities
for the admin istration and mana gemen t of the MCA. Creating new legislation. howev er.
will not be an easy endeavor. The complexities of both the legislation and the different
j urisdi ctions within Canada preclude any sim ple reso lutio n.
Even within the Canadian system, there are numerous la...."5 and acco rds that must
be conside red in the develop ment of MCAs.

For example. there are an es timated 36

federal acts and 20 provinci al and territorial acts whose objectives affect the marine
environment. The most prom inent of these acts arc sum marized in Tables 3. 1 and 3.2.

Tab le 3.1. Federal Statutes for Protecting Marine Reg ions (Graham et al. 1992: Taylo r

1995)
National Parks Act
Canada Shipping Act
Fishe ries Act
Pilota ge Act
Coas tal Fisheries Protection Act
Cana dian Environm ental Protection Act
(CEPA)
Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act
Archaeo logy Act

The Canada Water Act
The Navigable Waters Protection Act
The Migratory Birds Convention Act
The Canada Wildlife Act
Canad ian Petroleum Resources Act
Oil & Gas Production & Conservation Act
The Historic Sites and Monuments Act
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Tab le 3.2. Provinc ial and Territorial Laws and Po licies (modi fied from Graham et al.
1992; Ta ylor 1995)
Brit ish Colu m bia
Ecological Reserve Aet
....... Act

·
·
··

Hmuge Conserv~tion A ~
Environmm l.t. ~d Use Aa

Q uebee

·
··
··
·
··
·
·

SpecialPlacnProtccl:ionA~

The Beachn A~
PrvvintqlPar1oA~

Lands.t. ForestSAet

Manitob a

Ecologiu.I R~ ....~ A'1

....... Act

New Brunswick
Ecelcgical Reserves ACI
Paiks ACI
Fisl\&.WildlifeAc t
P rince Edward Island
Recreaucn &: Development Ac!
Natural Areas PrOlection Aa
Game Protection ACl

·

Non Scoria

··

Yuk on

WildlileAcl
Prvvincial Patks Aet

Newfo undl a nd
Wildemess &:EcologicalR eservesA ct
Historic Resources Act
WildlireAcl

North w est Te rri torie s
Terrucrial Lands ACl
Territorial Palks Act
Wildlire Act

Ontario

Territorial PaTksAet
Wildlife Aet

Prvvincial ParksAet

This type of comp lexity makes cooperatio n across jwisdictional boundaries a
necess ity ifMC As art to be successful (Graham et al. 1992). Because of the variety o f
marine environmen ts that art to be represented withi n the National MCA system, any
legislation must be flexible in terms of both plannin g and management if they art to be
successful withi n the different regions of Canada (Parks Canada 1998b) . Provi sions to be
included withi n the proposed legislation include (Parks Canada 1998a):
•

Rec ogni ze the economic. cultural an d spi ritual support that Canadians get
from the marine environment.
Stress the needto create a system of regions to accurately reflect the diversit y
that ex ists within Canadian aquatic ecosystems.
Stress the need for Canada to co ntribute to the worldwide ini tiative to
establish protected regions .
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Suns the need to provide opportunities to visit and learn about the region.
Emphasize that the MCA will be established according to agreements with
the relevant provincial governme nts. federal departments. and Aboriginal
groups.
Explain that the CrO\Nl\will own or acquire all land within a natio nal MCA.
Ensure that the final boundaries . harvesting rights and involvement of
Aboriginal peoples will beincluded.
It is important to include all of these objectives within the legislation because the
legislation itself is one of the methods that is used to alleviate public conc erns. Those
who will be ma st impacted are those who have used the region without the legislation.. It
is these individuals who must be convinced that the new legislation and administration
w ill be of tong-term benefit to the en vironment andthemse lves (Kenchingtcn 1988).

3.3 - Ma nag emen t Struc t ure
An MCA will nat be managed for strict protection in the same manner as
terrestrial parks. Instead. it is the intention of Parks Canada to manage a wide variety of
hwnan activities as a part of the MCA (Parks Canada 1998b). However. the diversity of
hwnan activities that can take place within the marine environment will require that
managem ent include the services of a number of government agencies . As such. an
integrated approach to management would appear to be most appropriate (Mondor 1988;
Graham et al. 1992; Parks Canada 1998b). The overall responsibility for the managem ent
and admi nistration of MCAs rests wi th the Minister responsible for Natio nal Parks. which
is currently the Minister of Canadian Heritage (Parks Canada 1998a).
Minister 's

Some of the

management responsibilities will include reviewing and tabling the

management plans for the MCA.

In addition. it is considered the Minister's

responsibility to ensure that the public is involved in the creation of new policies. new
management plans. and new MCAs (Parks Canada IQ98a). In the

Case" of

other human

activities, other ministers will become involved. For example. it is a provision of the

MCA policy that fishing activities and aquaculture:will be the responsibility of the federal
Minister of Fisheries within federal jurisdictional boundaries and the provincial minister
of fisheries otherwise (Parks Canada 1998a). In locations where shipping lakes place it is
the responsibility of the Minister responsible for Transport under the " Canada Shipping
Act". Public input about proposed management plans will be passed upwards through a
management advisory committee (Parks Canada 1998b).

3,-' - Regut .tions
As in any piece of legislation. the new legislation that deals wi th the national

MCA system must contain regulations as to what activities will or will not be permuted
within the boundaries of the MCA. These regulations should be specific regarding the
possible penalties associated with each action. Suggested prohibited activities within
national MCAs include those involved with the identification or the extraction of nonrenewable resources (Parks Canada 1998a). In addition. sport hunting and the dumping
of materials into the ocean will be prohibited (Parks Canada 1986). Fishing is considered
to be an appropriate activity within Zone 111 areas as long as it docs not interfere with the
objectives of the MCA (i.e. the ecosystems and fish stocks are not being degraded). It
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must be noted. however . that within the Marine Parks Policy it states that harvesting
activities that art suspected o f having an adverse affect upon the marine environment will

be of concern to Parks Canada (Yuric k 1988; Parks Canada 1998b). Prior to tak ing any
action. confi rmatio n of these impacts will be required through joi nt research wi th possible
sol utio ns being determ ined in cooperation with harvesters (Yurick 1988 ). ln addi tion to
restrictions created within the MCA, other restrictions may be crea ted outside the MCA
that perta in to those activities (industrial. agricu ltural. municipal) that contribute to the
level of pollution within the area (Parks Canada 1986).

Shore-based fac ilities for

harvesting and aquaculture act ivities are permitted with the above stipulations. Similarly
aquacul ture itself is considered to be an acceptable activity as long as it does not conflic t

.....ith other activities within the region. such as other fishing activities: sh ip navigation;
marin e recreation: and interpretive activities within the MCA (Park s Canada 1998a).
Recrea tiona l activities within the MCA .....iII continue as long as they are co nside red
co mpatible with the objec tives of the MCA. It is also important to note that all o f these
activities will be limited to the appropriate zones of the MCA.
Once the MCA has been created. no lands within the region will be made
available for private use. Those that were previous ly owned will remain within the hands
of the owners. however. and limited use of the land within the region may be allowed in
the form of temporary permi ts or leases (Parks Canad a 1998a). The problem is that in the
MCA context, the term " lands" has not been defi ned.

Penalties for violating any of the above regulations or any others provided for
within the proposed legislation would be similar to those penalties that arc stipulated
under the "Oceans Act". For those persons found guilty of a violation. they may be
deemed responsible for fines ranging from $100.000 to $500,000 (Parks Canada 1998a).

J ,S - Are Then RegulaljoD! Applicable to the Curre nt Sile?
As is outlined in Section 3.1. specificity is a vital component of legislation that
deals with protect areas. The current policy that deals with Marine Conservation Areas is
fairly specific in all of its measures. However, there is some apparent ambigui ty within
some of the regulations.

It can also be argued. however. that rather than being

amb iguous. this is simply the amount of flexibility that is required if the regulations are to
beapplied across Canada andto encompass future unknowns.
Some of the regulations outlined above may particularly be a source of contention
to the people who will be affected by them. For instance. the idea that the management
of this region may beable to restrict activities outside oflhe designated MCA could cause
problems within those industries that will be affected and further complica tes the issuc of
obtai ning public suppo rt. In addition. those individuals involved in aquaculture may have
problems with the idea that relatively new activities like those which are interpretive in
their nature appear 10 be more important than those involved with aquaculture. This
impression may be created by the fact that aquaculture. is only considered penniss ible if
it doesn 't interfere with the above activities . Finally, the regulations that deal with land
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ownership could be particularly contentious in this case considering the large number of
communities that fall within theBonavista and Notre Dame Bay area,
A key consideration in terms of legislation is that these regulations arc: not final
because they arc: only a part of the "National Marine Conservation Areas Policy"
(NMCA). and as such will be subject to modifications prior to establishment of binding
legislation. This potential for change could be perceived as a threat 10 the people within
the area.

Although some of the specific regulations contained within the SMCA policy
may be contentious. it is imponant that the Federal Government of Canada formalize
these regulations in the fonn of legislation as soon as possible. Having the regulations
fonnalizcd through legislation is important because il would provide the public with a
concrete reference point. Legislation can. of course. be modified but this is not an easy
process and. in the meantime. the uncertainty that may result from the lack of legislation
can be alleviated.

3.6 - Enforumenl
Enforcement through the use of surveillance activities is the most common
approach used to gain user compliance (Alder 1996). Enforcement is the measure that is
most often supported by management because surveillance and enforcement activities
have a high profile within the communities and because of their relatively immediate and
easily measured impacts (Alder 1996). In addition, the users of the region often perceive
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that enfo rcement is necessary for the protection of certain regions in addition to their own
perso nal safety (Alder 1996).
To enforce the regulations contained within the proposed national MeA
legislation. officers will be designated within Parks Canada in cooperation with other
enforcem ent agencies such as the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (OFO ). OFO
operates 32 patrol vesse ls on the east coast which are supplemented throug h the
cooperatio n with the National Departme nt of Defense and the Canadian Coast Guard

(OfO l 998).
It has been argu ed that education could also be a positive reinforceme nt measure
in the manage ment of those individuals visiting the area (Gubbay 199 5; Alde r 1996).
Educatio nal measures have the potential to improve the visitor' s experience wit hin the
Me A. gain support for the manage ment practices. and reduce the costs o f managem ent
while reducing the soc ial conflicts and impacts upon the reso urces present. Howe ver. the
benefits of a succe ssful educational program are often on ly realize d a long time after the
program has been implemented (Alder 1996). It is unavo idabl e that when decisions arc
made, costs are taken into account. and both enforcement and education arc expensive
(Alde r 1996). If the benefits from each are considered against the costs, it wou ld appear
that education is both cheaper and has more widespread effects thanenforcement. O n the
one hand. education programs can affect the manage ment objectives relating to
communiry awareness and their attitudes. behaviors. and percepti ons. Educational effects
arc also more long term in nature, as they do not go to zero if the level of enforc ement is
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relaxed. Enforcement. on the other hand, has effects that are relatively focussed i.e. it
aims to change the public' s behavior with regards to their compliance to the area ' s rules
and to ensure public safety. In contrast to the long leon nature of educational effects.
those that are related to enforcement are very short term in nature and tend towards zero
if the level of enforcement is relaxed (Alder 1996).
The approach that the Canadian Federal Government uses to create and enact the
legislation pertaining to MCAs would appear to be an important component of the
success of these regions. Both leadership and cooperation is necessary on many different
le·vels including between federal and provincial governments. within government
structures and on a local level if this initiative is to be a success. A key to obtaining the
required local support is to ensure that the regulations. managernenr suuc ture. and
enforcement measures involved are clearly elucidated within the legislation making the
public aware o f what they will have 10 deal with in the future (Kelleher and Kenchington

1991). Without these types of measures. the initiative to establish this type of region will
be jeopardi zed.
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Chapter IV: Biological Benefits and Drawbacks of Marin e Protected
Areas and Mari ne Conserva tion Areas
".1 - Polenl i. 1 Biologinl Bentfi ts of Mari ne Protected Arras and Marine
Conservatio n Areas
Marine Protected Areas or MPAs are considered to have great potential for
saving, studying and understandin g the biodiversity of the world ' s oceans (Sobel 199 3:
larkin 1996). Biodiversity or biologica l diversity is more simp ly defi ned as the divers ity
of life and is primaril y considered in terms of species and genetic diversity. although it
can also be considered at other taxonomic levels (Jones 1994: Sobe l 1993; Gray 1997).
The importance of reserv es as a tool for preserving biod iversity has been recognized since
1975. yet the conservation of marine biodivers ity has not been a priority because the
marin e environment has been considered to be more homogenous and less subject to
localized threats than the terrestria l environment (Jones 1994). With recent advances in
molecular biology it has been shown that the marine environmen t is not biologicall y
homogenous . and there is increasi ng evidence that "species" once considered. to be
cos mopolitan may. in fact, be complexes that encompass multiple species (Knowlton
1993). In fact. it has been argued that genetic variability . in terms of thc heterozygosity.
is greate r in marine than in terrestrial species (Jo nes 1994). Patterns of biodivers ity in
marin e systems have been the subject of some debate. with some investigators arguing
that species richness in the deep sea is extraordinaril y high relative to other systems
including shallow water (Sanders 1% 9 ; Grassle and Mac iolek 1992), but others argue
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tha t shallow-water sy stems are equal ly or more diverse (Gray er al. 1997). Regard less of
which argume nt is true. it is appare nt that the oceans harbour many species .
Maintaining high biodiversity within the marine enviro nmen t is considered of
utm ost importan ce because of the basic requireme nt that living systems maintain
energetic exchanges between the producers. cons ume rs and decomposers o f the sys tem
(Hamm er et aI. 1993). The potential impact of biod iversity loss on these processes is
poo rly underst ood, but changes within the marin e system can be expected (Peterson and
Lubchenc c 1997; Snelgrov e et al. 1997). Even in systems with low species divers ity, the
buffer capac ity o f the region is lowered when the diversity is lowered. even if the species
invol ved are considere d to be pan icularly toleran t (Ham mer et al. 199 3).
preserva tion o f biodiversity is also consi dered to be importan t because o f its

The
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poten tial for pharmac eutical compounds and the role that biodivers ity may play in
co nserving: crit ical habitats withi n the marine en vironme nt (Jones 1994). In addi tion.
maintaining: high biodi versity levels ensure that some level of econo mic gain could
potentially be obtained from the conservat ion of the species themse lves (Salm and Clark
1984). Thus . spec ies that are not presently of obvious econom ic value could potent ially
offer economic benefits in the future .
The marine environmen t has tremendous habitat diversity that can rang e from
coral reefs to deep-sea hydrothennal vents (Agardy 1994 ). MPAs are a mechani sm that
can protect those environm en ts that are deemed to be of special interest . MP As can also
pro vide biological bene fits in the Conn of the protect ion o f those habi tats tha t are not
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particularly unique. but may be critical. for spawning or earl y life cycle stages of some
spec ies. Spec ific habitats may support not only the adult life stages of species but can
also be vital in reprod uctive and developmental processes (Al lison et al. 1998).

For

instance. larval expo rt from mari ne reserves is consi de red to have great potential for
increasin g the susta ina bility of world fisheries (Rowley 1994) . Davidson and DeYoun g
(1995) modeled cod egg and larval distribution and transpo rt on Newfoundland's
northeast shelf and su ggested that spawni ng location is an important de terminant of larval
retention on the shelf. and there fore surviv al. Indeed. northwes tern areas act as larval
sources for more southeaste n areas . Thus . cod spawni ng in the Bonavista and Notre
Dame Bay area co uld be importan t to the Northern Grand Bank. population. Along these
lines. it has also been sugges ted that the post-sett lemen t surviva l of Atlan tic cod is greater
in regions that co ntain hab itats that are considered more structurally comp lex (Tup per and
Boutilier 1995). Th us. the destructi on of these habitats . which can resu lt from bonom
trawl ing activity (e.g. Hutchings 1990: reviewed by Dayton et aI. 1995; reviewed by
Auste r et aI. 1996). co uld seriously limit the reprod ucti ve success of the spec ies invo lved.
The re are. therefore. compelli ng reasons relating to potential benefit to cod in settin g
aside areas whe re trawling is not permitted . These iss ues are of cons iderab le importance
to the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay proposed Marine Co nserva tion Area (Me A ) given
the historical ties to the cod . In add ition. it is not only necessary to protect cri tical
habitats but also to protect sufficie nt habi tats so that those species that re ly upon multiple
spawn ing sites for the ir replenishment will survive (Alli son et aI. 1998 ). Habitats within
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MPAs can also provide relative ly safe enviro nments for those species that an:
commercial ly exploited (Alliso n et al. 1998). depend ing, of course . upon the level of
protection that exists within the MPA. The Canadi an Marine Conservat ion Areas. for
exam ple. contain Zone I regions with in their boundaries that are presumably minimally
impact ed by o ngoing human activ ities in adjacent areas (Parks Canad a 1998b). Given
tha t cod are tho ught to be highly mob ile. migratory species (e.g . Rose 1993). it is unclear
whether large num bers of adul t cod would be protected by the Bonavisu and Notre Dame
Bay MCA but providing a safe spawning haven could be a great help. This could be of
conside rable signifi cance for those cod matan: distributed ins hore as these cod will also
spawn in the inshore waters (Andersen and Dalley 1997; Grant and Brown 1998;
Methven and Schneider 1998).
MPAs also have the potential to act as buffers again st a num ber of external
envi ronmental factors incl uding pollution. greenhouse warmin g. ozone depletio n and
introduction of non- native (Mexotic'j species because ideal ly the greate r marine life
within these regions " i ll allow increased functioni ng of the biological pump (Jones \994 ;
Alliso n et al. 199 8). Larger-scale disturbances cannot, howe ver. be controlled by MPA
or MCA desi gnatio n.

If the negative effects are compounded by smal ler-scale

disturbance s, then the MPA or MeA can reduce the local effects by acting as a buffer
against the effects of these disturbanc es (Jones 1994).
The protection o f rare or endangered species is another of the potential biological
benefits of MPA desi gnation . This is. o f course , depende nt upon the designa tion o f no-
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take or no harvesting areas within the MPA that contain densities of the species in
questio n that are sufficiently high to maintain populations. Again. within the Canadian
system. this sort of protection is provided in the designation of Zone 1 regions (Parks
Canada 1998b). Within the Bonavistaand Notre Dame Bay MCA. no species have as of
yet been identified as endan gered within the proposed MCA (Mercier 1995). though quite
recently it has been suggested that the barndoor skate is nearly extinct relative to its
previously widespread d istribution on the Newfoundland continental shelf (Casey and
Myers 1998).
The recolonization of exploited regions is a benefit that is observed primarily in
regions that are adjacent to areas where exploitation is not permitted and where species
are free from the pressures created by harvesting activities (Allison et al. 1998). Once
this pressure has been relieved. the population may once again become structured by
natural mortality factors that allow the population to rebound within the no-exploitation
area and potentially in surro unding areas as well (Jones 1994). This type of rebound has
been observed in shell and finfish fisheries within the l eigh Reserve of New Zealand.
....i th a particu lar resurgence occurring in the crayfish and lobster harvests (Ballantine
1989). In addition. a side benefit of these types of refuges is the protection of species that
are not the targets of harvesting activities and that contribute to the biodiversity of the
region (Allison et al. 1998). One issue that deserves mention is that there is no guarantee
that removal of fishing pressure (or other hwnan impact) through establishment of MPAs
will necessaril y allow species 10 rebound. Although there is considerable debate on the
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issue. there is acceptance among some ecologists that multiple stable states exist in
nature. where alteration of ecosystem structure can create a new dominance structure .
Thus, although there are systems where species do rebound to pre-impact levels in
response to reduced human pressures. there arc also systems that remain in altered states
even after the pressure is removed (e.g. Barkai and McQuaid 1988). Clearly. MPAs will
be most effective if initiated before ecosystems arc impacted. but there is still good

reason to act later rather than not at all.
The protection of coastal environments is considered to be one of the more
specialized biological objectives of MPAs because it is only applicable to those MPAs
that are adjacent to coastal regions (Jones 1994). In addition. the coastal environments
that are considered to be of utmost urgency for conservation tend to be geographically
confined and specialized ecosystems like mangroves and coral reefs. However. those
habitats that are more broadly distributed geographically such as kelp forests. salt
marshes, and seagrasses can also help to prevent the erosion of coastal regions and. as
such. are also critically important for conservation (Jones 1994). These habitats also lend
to provide habitat refuge for juveniles of many species. including some that are of
commercial value.

Juvenile Atlantic cod (age 0+). for example. usc eelgrass as a

nearshore habitat (Gotcehes et al. 1997). Coastal regions are also those that tend to be
most impacted by human activities because of their proximity to human settlements.
Given that most commercial fisheries occur in coastal or near-coastal regions. there are

also compelling economic reasons to protect the integrity and productivity of coastal
habitats for future generations.
As a final point, the promotion of biological research wi thin the relatively

controlled environment of the MPA or MCA is considered to be of utmost importance
(Lindeboom 1995). Not only can relatively unimpacted regions be compared to others to
reveal the extent of the damage caused by pollution and other human activities. but the
structure of MPAs and MCAs can also facilitate !he study of the general ecological
processes that characterize theregion.

4.2 - Limit at ions or Marin e Protect ed Areas and Mari ne Conserv at ion Areas
Although the potential biological benelits of MPAs and MCAs are numerous.
there are also many limitations that may hinder their success. The success of many of the
marine reserves that have been created have largely been dependent upon the assumption
that reserves protect the populations within their boundaries (Allison er a!. 1998). This is
not necessarily the case for the entire area that will be designated as an MCA. but often
applies only to those smaller regions identified as Zone 1. Regardless of this difference.
the effectiveness of reserves as a whole to protect populations is limited as a result of the
complex oceanographic processes that go on within the marine environment (Allison et
aJ. 1998). The effects of some of these processes include hydrographic circulation
patterns (direction and speed of currents. eddy events, upwelling, etc.] and episodic
events such as E1Nino that span thousands of kilometers (Rowley 1994; AlUson et al.
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1998). Accordingly , the biological processes that are impacted by these events take place
on a much larger scale than is found within most reserves (Allison et el. 1998). For
example . many mari ne species have pelagic stages in their life histories that expand the
spatia l sca les over which these populations may be impacted . As a result. the boundaries
of the MPA or MCA may not be of sufficie nt size to benefit from the recruitment of new
adul t members of the population (Bohnsac k 1993; Jones 1994: Row ley 1994; Allison et
al. 1998).

This type of uncenainty has stimulated studies that attempt to model the

dispersal patterns of these species. This is especially true o f those species mat are
considered to be of commercial imponan ce like the Atlantic cod. Trad itional studies

have only provided the general patterns of dispersal o f cod larvae. but current initiatives
have ane mpted to model drift paths in specific areas around the coast of Newfoundland
(Helbig et al. 1992; Anderson er al. 1995; Davidso n and DeYoung 1995). Davidson and
DeYoung (1995) suggest that cod spawning that lakes place along the Northeast coast of
Newfoundland will benefit regions along the northeast coast in additi on to more offshore
locations. This is supported by the discovery that cod j uveniles (age 0+) are con fined to
the coastal regions of Newfc undland and Labrador (Dalley and Andersen 1997 ; Methven

and Schne ider 199 8). These studies will be of particular importance when the boundari es
o f the Bcne vlsta and Notre Dame Bay site are defined because once the adult leaves the
boundaries of the MCA or the Zone 1 regions. they will no longer be protected. It has
also been suggest ed that the dispersal distance of planktonic developmental stages of
some marine species is roughly correlated with the duration of the planktonic stage
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(Allison et al. 1998). As a result. it becomes evident that understanding the dispersal
patterns and the habi tat requirements of the species within the reserve are vital for the

plann ing process andultimately the success of the reserve.

4.3 -

H arv ~sting

Activities and Biological Benefits

As mentioned earlier. the presence of harvesting activities within MPAs or MCAs
can have serious impacts upon potential biological benefits. Harvesting activities can
have major impacts in both a direct and indirect manner upon the goals of MPAs . Many
researchers such as Jones (1994) believe that full closure of the fishery is required in at
least some of the regions of the MPA with partial closure and gear restrictions in the rest
of the regions if the objecti ves of the MPA are to be mel. Others believe that harvest ing
activities will affect migrating fish populations whether the activities are limited within
the park or not (e.g. Brown 1985). It is on this basis that many such as Mondor (1985)
argue that the proh ibition of harvesting activities cannot be defended. There is. he .....ever.
genera l agreement among experts that any harvesting activities that take place within
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region should be "conservative". More specifically, they should oct dama ge habitats.
quotas should be conserva tive and the so-called wasteful fishing practices such as
discarding should be discouraged (Brown 1985). While these measures will not solve the
larger scale problems of the region. they may help.
The Canad ian system of MCAs has not incorporated pennanent fishery closures
as a major part of their struc ture . Indeed, such a measure would be virtually impossible
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when the soc ial and political im plications of the regions are considered. How ever. MCAs
have included smal ler regions (Zone I) that are closed to harvesti ng activi ties. This type
of multiple-use regio n has become the most recent trend in marine conservation (Kelleher
and Kencb ingto n 199 1). in part because it recognizes the need for some type of flexibility
within the system given the level of socia l. econom ic and cultural dependence upo n the
ocean.

Thus. the core buffer zones help to protect the vital processes w ithin the

env ironme nt w hile al lowing usage of the resources in other regio ns to sat isfy human
needs (Agardy 199 5). The controversy arises in ....hat level of extract ion is defi ned as
" sustainable " in the eyes of the manage men t struc ture.

wh ichever method is used .

Ag ardy (199 5) suggests that three genera l principles are kept in mind .....hen defin ing
sustainability. Th ese include: ( 1) The entire ecosystem and its linkages shou ld be kept in
mind rather than singling out one spec ies or stock. when de terminin g eco log ically and
social ly accepta ble leve ls o f resource extrac tion.

(2) Determination o f levels of

susta inability sho uld be based on acce pted scient ific methods includ ing the fields of
popu lation dynam ics. food web ecol og y and genet ics. (3) Level o f use mus t be flexib le

with adjustments occurring accordi ng to change s in both the supp ly and demand of the
resourc es in questi on. It is hoped that with this type of structure . the regions that are
con sidered to be most important for the ecologi cal processes of the marin e ec osy stem will
be preserv ed while continuin g to allow access to users who depend upon the ocean for
their .....ay of life.
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-&..1- Ca n Ihe Biological Benefit! be Achieved within the Pro posed Ma rin e

Conservation Art'tI'
As is discussed above. the potential biological benefits o f MCAs are numerous

but the specifies of each case (i.e. geography, oceanogra phic characteristics. spec ies
composition etc .] must be considered together with the applicable regulations if the
potential for the success of the region is to be determined. A major problem that prevents
these types of determina tions in the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA is ihe lack of
specific knowledge o f some of the most basic biological characteristics of the region " In
fact. in this case. only the general biological characteristics of the region have been
examined (Steele er. al 1979). For instance. very little is known about the specific s oft he
marine plants. invertebrates and plankton of the environment (Mercier 1995). There is.
however. some indirect information available that suggests a gene ral species list of 40-50
marine fish species for the Bonavista area. These species display a mixture o f both Arctic

and temperate distributions: a similar mixture of faunas may be expected for other taxa
(Mercier 1995). In addition. accurate information on the spawning areas of the region are
only recently beginning to be understood (Hutch ings ct. al 199 3; Hutchings and Myers
1994). Though some headwa y is being made with the use o f local knowled ge (Potter
1996). existing inadequaci es make it difficult to both achieve and measure the biological
benefits.
Maintaining natural levels of biodiversity is highly possible within the format of
the MeA system. but documenting biodiversity is a necessary prerequ isite .

This

uncenainty is largely the result of a lack of infonnat ion on the species composit ion of the
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region, making it difficult to determine when a drop or rise in biodiversity has taken
place. In addition. the fluidity of the environment and the mobility of many of the
species often makes it difficult to determine whether a species hastruly been eliminated
from a region. This problem could possibly be alleviated through the promotion of
biological research withi n this region. which is a policy directive of the current initiative.
With research. future biodiversity levels could be monitored more closel y. especially if
the rnanagemenr structure is efficient and w'ishes to keep track of the successes of the
region. This is. however. a long-term benefit that will not be immediately observable to
the public.

Providing protection for regions that are deemed of panic ular interest is another of
the goals that could be achieved within this proposed Me A. particularl y within Zone I
regions of the MCA system.

These regions provide protection for similar types of

environments and for some of the unique species found therein. The problem is again a
lack.of information on what environments or species arc unique within this environment.
In fact. according to Mercier (1995). none of the marine fish species arc unique to the

proposed Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA .

However. the lack of specific

information makes it difficult to say this definitively. Once again. studies that can be
facilitated within the structure of this proposed MCA can help to remedy this situation.
Whether MCAs have the potential to allow species to recolonize exploited regions
is an issue of much debate. This debate is an important one as it directly relates 10 the
economic well-being of the primary users of the region.

Obtaining this kind of

know ledge. however, again requires specific knowledge of the reproductive habits of the
species in question, in addition to knowledge of circulation patte rns within the specific
location. Most often, however, the species that the public considers to be of primary
interest are those that are of commercial importance such as cod, lobster and more
recently crab.

Currently there is more known about the reproducti ve and lifestyle

characteristics of lobster and crab because they are relatively sedentary species. This
knowled ge in combination with the sedentary lifestyle of these species makes it " cry
likely that me proposed MeA would be successful in protecting these spec ies.
Surprisingly, similar knowledge about the cod is only beginning to be compiled des pite
its historical significance. The lack of specific knowledge about this region makes it
difficu lt to predict whether the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay region will benefit
biologically from me so-called sustainable level cf harvesting. This sort of knowledge is
gained only through intense and expensive study, without which it will require many
years (depending upon age of maturity of the different species) to determine whether any
improvement in harvest has beenachieved.
Finally. the potential to protect coastal environments and other habitats within the
MCA can be achieved through the regulation of those harvesting and other activities that
are considered harmful to these environments. Those activities that have been identified
as harmful to the seabed will be prevented within this location (e.g.• trawling). Trawling
impact studies that have been done elsewhere suggest thai traw ling is harmful to the sea
bed (reviewed by Dayton et aI. 1995).

This may be a contentious issue to those
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harvesters who employ these methods and may require proof in the form of research
spec ific to the region. This proof could possibly be obtained from j oint monitoring
studies sponso red by Parks Canada, pro vided that suffi cient funding were avai lable .
Solutions would be found in coopera tion w'ith user grou ps and considered mutually
acceptabl e for both groups (Parks Canada 1986; Yurick 1988) . It is this final stipulation
that will undo ubtedly be the most di fficult part of the process .
The potential biological benefits ofMPAs and MCAs are numero us. however . the
consumer nature of tcda y's society. and the cultural lies o f the users makes il ..·inua1ly
impossible to des ignate MCAs without considering the peopl e .....ho have traditionall y

used these regions . As a result, it has become increas ingly evide nt thai in attempting to
achi eve biological benefi ts. managers must emphasize how the benefit s can com plement
the needs c f the users.

Chapter V: The Economic Impl icati ons of Marine Prot ected Area s
5.1 - Genen l l nforma tioDon tbe EcoDomics of Protected Areas
The economic aspects of marine reserves is a subject that has only recently
received the attention of cnvironmental economists who purport that access restrictions
are "potentially justifiable" when the benefits of these restrictions outweigh the costs
(Farrow 1996). Many of the arguments for conservation of particular environments are
based on biological criteria. Although biological criteria are very convincing to some.
many would argue that economic arguments carry the most ....eight with development
planners. aid agencies and governments (Dixon and Shennan 1990; Farrow 1996). Many
of the benefits of protected areas

art:

difficult or impossible

[0

measure. making the

determination of the economic value of protected areas very elusive.

Because an

economic value is often unavailable for Marine Protected Areas <MPAs). the short-term
gains obtained from the exploitation of biological resources will often appear more
attractive than the long-term benefits of conservation (Dixon and Sherman 1990). In
addition. traditional economic analyses do not account for the social benefits of these
regions. including the inherent value in the aesthetics, biodiversity. and ecosystem
services. Nor do these analyses account for the potential future benefits obtained from
natural products or the prosecution of alternative fisheries. As such. traditional analyses
show that greater financial returns would be gained from putting these regions to an
applied usc rather than maintaining them in a natural state (Dixon and Sherman 1990).
The initiative to discover methods to quantify themore intangible economic benefits and

costs of these regions continues and is of particular importance if support from many
sponsoring enti ties is to be obtained . An understanding of benefits and costs can help to
ensure that e fficient resource management and sustaina ble economic development are a
part of the MPA in question (Hoagland et al. 1995).
In general terms. the primary economic issues that are associated with protected
areas are similar for terrestrial and marine environments.

These issues include the

evaluation of non-market goods. opportunity costs and resource prices (Hoagland et aI.
1995). It is the unique characteristics within the marine environmen t that make the
specific economic issues different from those within the terrestrial environment. Some of
the marine issues that differ from their terrestrial counterparts include: (i) the different
tastes and socioeconomic profiles of marine versus terrestrial reserve users (ii) the
patterns of visitation within the marine environment differ and cost more because of the
relative remoteness (iii) the lack of boundaries makes control of access and resource use
more difficult andenforcement costs higher {iv) resource management is difficult because
the fluidity of the environment increases the mobility of resources and increases the
complications caused by pollution (v) user rights and liability for damages are different
within the marine environment thanon land (Hoagland et aI. 1995).

5.2 - Economic Benefits or Ma rin e Pro tected Area s and Ma rine Conserv ation Area,
The establishment of protected areas is one of the ways that the benefits of natural
areas can be preserved. ho....'ever, many of the benefits are difficult to measure

econo mically because they are not directly exchangeable in markets . Nonetheless. it is
possible to measure in monetary terms the benefits obtained from direct resourc e use. and
activities such as recreational activities can be valued in a more direct manner. Resource
values can be obtained through evaluation of the total tonnage and market values of fish.
The value of recre atio nal activities can be determined from income gained from both the
industri es themselves and from the supporti ng industries involved in providing
accommodations. food and transportatio n (Salm and Clark 1984: Dixon and Sherman

1990).
Benefits that are difficult to value economically, yet provide benefits to society as
a whole, are referred to as " social benefits" (Salm and Clark 1984; Dixon and Shennan
1990). These benefits can be further divided into (i) existence values. which represent the
inherent value in the existence of these regions and (i i) bequest values. whose primary
benefits are obtained from the knowledge that these areas will exist for future generations
[Salm and Clark 1984). An additional economic value can be obtained from not pursuing
those activities that will have irrevers ible effects upon the environmen t (Salm and Clark
198-4). Some o f the sources of theeco nomic benefits of MPAs and their associated costs
are summarized in Table 3.
The relative intangibility of the economic benefits of MPAs and MCAs are the
result of a num ber of factors:
(I) Many of the goods produced within these regions are of a non-rival nature.
meanin g that the goods are non-consuma ble. Many o f these goods arc: only
considered non-rival to a certain level and then begin to be conswna ble. In
addition, many non-riv al goods have high stan- up prices and low, if any. user
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costs . It is significant to note that almost all of the economic benefits of
protected areas are cons idered to be non-rival in nature (Dixo n and Sherman
1990 ). An example of non -rival goods would be recreatio nal activities that
can be enjoyed by peo ple up to the point where the numbers of people begin
to degrade the env ironment that provided the initial attrac tion.
(2) Because of the nature of the environmen ts involved. it is often not
economically feasible (i.e. costs o f exclusion exceed the benefits) (0 exclude
peop le from conswn ing the goods that are produc ed within these regions.
This is referred to as the non-excluda bility concept . As a result. a potent ially
valua ble benefit exists. but is difficult to trans late to economic income . An
example o f a non-excludable good wo uld be a panicular ly good ocean view or
an expansive sandy beach within these regions. In such a case it would be
vi rtua lly impossible to prevent people from having access to these goods .
(3 ) While many o f the benefit s obtained within MPAs remain within their
boundaries. many also exten d beyond their boundaries because of the fluidity
and three -dimensio nal nature of the environme nt.
(~)

The uncerta inty involved in protected areas is man ifested in the form of
incomplete or inadequate informatio n about both the natural environment and
the nature of human demands within the region. These types of uncenainties
mak e it diffic ult to evaluate the economic benefits of protec ted areas

(5) The irreversi ble impact of some of the decisions made with in these types of
environm ents (Dixon and Sherman 1990) may make it impossible to return to
previous benefits or to eval uate what the curre nt or future condition of
resources may be.
These types of problems result in an underest imalion of the value of the conse rvat ion of
natura l areas and results in a bias towards the exploitation of the region. Th is results in
the crea tion of fewe r protected areas . The process where erroneous signals from the
market resu lt in erroneous decis ions (which results in the underva luation of man y MPA
benefits) is what eco nomists refer to as "market failure" (Dixon and Sherman 1990).
The problem of assigning ec onomi c values to protected areas has been allayed by

the develo pment of numerous techniques that allow valuation. 'These techniques include :
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( I) those based on mar ket pr ices,which values what changes the quantity and quality o f
goods that are exchanged in the market (2) those based on surrog ate market prices. whic h
estimat e the value of environmental goods by using the price paid for a close ly associa ted

good (3) those that are based on surveys. wh ere values are assig ned based on survey
responses (4) those that are cos t-based in nature. which focus on the costs if areas were
co nverted 10 alternative uses (Dixo n and Sherm an 1990). While these techniq ues are
useful. they are only estimates and are therefore subject to man y criticisms. The nature o f
man y o f these benefits . however, preven ts the deri vation of a mo re precise valuation.

Table 5.1. The Sources of Econo mic Benefits and their Oppos ing Co sts within MP As
and MCAs (mod ified from Hoagl and et aJ. 1995)

Bndil
None

New or Improved :Tourism.
Diving. Boatmg, Recreat ional
and Com merc ial Fishing
Promotes Natura l Resce ree
\ Ianagemen t: Protects Species.
Stocks, Habitat-etc .
Prom otes Cultural g eseore e
Management: Can Promote
Archaeol ogical Stud ies
An Ideal Location for
Oceanographic Research
Promotes Posit ive Externa l
Effects
Prevents Develop ments mat are
Costly 10 Reverse
The Pro vis ion of "Non-market"
Benefits Including Bequest and

C os t
Acquisition of Land and
Facilities
Lost Oppcenmines In Terms Of :
Minerals. Flsneries etc.
Adm inistrative Costs
Enforcement Cosu
Admin istraliveCosts

Enforcement Ccsu
Educat ional and Researc h COSts
Lost Industr ial Development
Oooortunities
None
None

Existence v alues
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5.3 - ECODOmic Costs of MariDl: Pro leded Areas a nd ManD l: CODSl:narioD Are as

In any econo mic analysis of costs. three different aspects must be considered.
These include: (I ) Direct costs (2) Indirect or External costs and (3) Opportunity costs.
Direct costs are those directly related to the establishment and the on-going managemen t
of protected areas (Dixon and Sherman 1990; Dixon et al. 1993). Indirect or externa l
costs are those borne by the public as a result of establishment and daily operation of
protected areas (Dixon 1993). Finally, oppo rtunity costs are represented by the loss of
benefits that may pOlentially result from protecting 1M region in question rather lhan
exploiting it (Dixon and Shenn an 1990).

Examples of each of the: three types of

economic costs that may beaccrued within MPAs are summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 5.1. Examples of the Economic Costs that may be Accrued w ithin MPAs and
MCAs (Dixon andSherman 1990; Dixon et al. 1993)

.

Generall y speaking . because direct costs involve the outla y of funds for the
esta blishme nt and management of theseregions. they fall subject to external pressures
when resources are considered to be scarce (Dixon and Sherman 1990 ).

This may

jeopardize the initiativ e to establis h such areas. In contrast. the nature of indirect/external
cos ts are usua lly spread over a number of individuals. which makes it difficult for those
concerned to express their concern in an organize d manner. Finally. opportunity costs
can play an Important role in politicaJ decision-makin g. regardless of their extent (Dixon
and Sherman 1990).

5.4 - Co nsideratio ns for l'th Dagen

The difficulties that are outlined above make it evident that creating MPAs and
MCA s on a purelyeconomic basis is by no means a straig ht-forward endeavor. In fact. in
most cases. when the quantifiable benefits and costs are calculated. the benefits are
frequen tly less than the costs (Dixon and Sherman 1990). If the quan tifiable benefi ts
were greater than the costs then the decision to establish these regions wou ld be an easier
one (Dixon and Shennan 1990). Unfortunate ly this is rarely true. Some points that are

important for management to keep in mind in terms of the eco nomic benefits andcosts of
these types o f regions as swnm arizcd by Dixon et el. ( 199]) include :
MPAs and Me As can preserve biodi versity while continuing to generate

economic benefits eithe r through sustai nable fishing practices. recreational
uses , or tourism activities.
There is. howeve r. a limit to the maximum sustainab le economic and
ecolo gical uses o f these regions.
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Management costs of these regions will mort than likely be small compared to
the potential benefits of these regions.
User fees can be implemented to offset costs. though these may be met with
public resistance.
Any developments should be planned to provide a large proportion of the
economic benefits to the public.

If these points are considered in the management of MPAs or MCAs. then the
areas should be able to remain economically viable while continuing to protect the
resources they contain.

5.5 - The Economic Potential of tbe Propo sed Marin e Con scnration An a
The most important issue for those individuals who will be directly affected by
the proposed Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA is how it will impact them
economica lly.

It is therefore vital for the management structure to emphasize the

potential economic benefits of MCAs and to maximize the number of potential benefits
with in the region. One of the most obvious economic benefits that can be achieved
within these regions is the potential income generated from increased "eco-tourism".
Because these regions are conservation or iented. thcy are opportune areas for those
ind ividuals who wish to experience nature in its most pure fonn . The most common
tourist activity that generates income within MPAs worldwide is from SCUBA diving.
particularly in coral reef MPAs in the tropics (Davis and Tisdell 1996; Harriott et al.
199 7). Although this potential can also beexplored within the proposed Me A. the North
Atlantic is not as attractive to the general public for SCUBA as coral reef env ironments.

so

Potential also exists in othe r tourist activities inc luding tour boat excursions to observe
wh ales, marine bird colonies and scenic views of the marine environment. With these
tourists also come the potential for shore-based support faciliti es such as hote ls and

restaurants. and thus increases in the number o f jobs within the region. In addition. some
tourist activities can initially be supported by the existing infrastructu re o f Terra Nova
Park. It has also been stres sed by the organizing struct ure that harvesting activities and
their economic benefits will continue under the curren t mana gement structure within this
region.. However . people tend to be naturall y suspicious o f change and governm ent
initiatives, and this is true of theaverage harvester no matter how hard Parks Canad a tries
to reassu re them . These regions also can potent ially improve the income obtained from
harvesting activit ies if the re-establishment of traditional commercial species is
successf ul. Gi ven the level of current biological infonnati on. this is quite realist ic for the
more sedentary species such as lobster if the harvest level is not set too high. For more
mobile species. prediction of harvesting success is more difficult. As a final poin t. this
~CA.

like any other. possesses an econom ic benefit as a result of its sheer existence.

Tho ugh existence values are inherently economically beneficial. they are of little
relevance to thc average harvest er.
The economic costs of the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA will be much
more real to the harvesters of this region because most of the costs are direct and most
occur at the initial stages of implemcntation . In addition. not only do thc harves ters face
a potential loss in access to resources but they would also contribute financiall y for the

SI

implementation and management of the structure in the fonn of their tax dollars. This
type: of economic reality stresses the need to ensure that the majority of the affected

public is able 10 continue to make a living despite the establishment of the M e A.
Without this assurance. achieving the public support that is necessary for success will be
impossible.
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Chapter VI: Public Opin ion and tbe Social Effects of Mar ine
Conservati on Areas
6. 1 - T he Im portance of Public Sup port

The importanc e of achieving public support for Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
and Marine Conserva tion Areas (MCAs) has been recogn ized with increasing frequenc y
in governmental policies worldwide (Lien 1988; Kelleher and Kenchington 1991: Wells
and Brandon 1993: Agardy 199 5; Gubbay 1995; Wells and White 199 5). Governments
have realized the potential for conflict betwee n local users and establishment o f protected
areas. and methods to prevent such conflicts have therefo re been developed (Wells and
Wh ite 1995). Conflict over establishment of protected areas is not unique to marine
habitats. however. there are aspects of the: marine environment that are often vet)'
different from their terrestria l environments counterparts . First of all. most terrestria l
parks are located in some of the most remote and least settled parts o f the terrestrial
environment. In contrast, marine areas that an: considered to be of particular significance
for conservation tend to be located in highly biologically diverse and popu lated coastal
environments (lien 1988). In addition. differences arise because of the fluidity of the
ocean that makes it almost impossible to define the boundaries that an: necessary to
allocat e propcny rights. As a result. the ocean is considered to be "commo n property" in
many countries worldwide.

This "common property" attitude. combined with the

economic depe ndence that is often exhib ited by people who rely upon marine resource s
for their livelihoods. often leads to strident protestation by those individuals and
comm unities who will be affected by estab lishment of Marine Conservatio n Areas (Wells
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and Brandon 1993; Wells and White 1995).

In such cases . the responsibili ty lies with

the sponso ring government to show the affected individuals that their communities will
be better otT with these types of regions than without them (Auno soedarie et al. 1982).
Th is argumen t is eas ier to present when the direc t benefits . such as economic return.
obviously exceed the negative aspects of establishing the conservation area .

When

individual benefits will be decreased. however, the argument is much more difficult.
Involving the affected commun ities from the very beginning is seen as an
effective means of reducing the potential conflict in the initial stages o f estab lishing
conservation areas (Andersson and Ngazi 1995; Wells and White 1995 ).

Actively

involving the public ensures that the y understand what is involved in the implemen tation
process and what MPAs and MCAs .....i11 mean to them (Atmosoedarjo et at. 1982;
Gubbay 1995). Involving the public also has a numbe r of potential benefit s for the
people and for the MPA. The eco nomic benefits that can be gained from user fees and
visitor facilities within the MPAs and MCAs have the potential to increase the income o f
those people who live adjacent to these regions. In addition to. and perhaps as a result o f

thesetypes of benefits, improved employment opportun ities can result. Thecommunity
can also benefi t from the possibility of improved fisheries. as is outlined in Chapter 4.
especially in terms of the more sedent ary species that remain within the immediate area.
The management structure can also benefit from the know ledge that local fishermen have
o f their local ecosystems. This know ledge can be used in the development of the MPA

(i.e. the designation o f loose boundaries ) and 10 create managemen t plans with the

speci fic region in mind. In addition. local knowl edge can also help in the development of
interpretatio n centres and enhance the cul rura1 experience of MPA visitors (Neis 1995).

6.2 - Mec:han isms to Achieve P ublic:Su pport
Being aware that public support is essenti al for the success ofMPAs and MeAs
and actua lly atta ining the support arc two separate things. It is generally accepted that the
primary method of achieving public support is thro uglt involving the public in both the
establ ishment and manageme nt processes of the MPA (l ien 1988: Wells and White
1995). The public can become invo lved in a number of wa ys and at a number of stages in
MPA esta blishment and managemen t (Lien 1988; Wells and White 1995). Involving
harve sters is considered to be especially imponant becau se they have such a large stake in
the outcome of these regions. In fact, trying to kee p harvesters c ur of the decis ionmaking o f ihese initiatives is an unrealistic ideal because of their ties to the environment
and its resources (Lien 1988 ).

Harvesters can become involved in the proces s if

management makes an effo rt to listen and understand their opinions . In add ition. the}'
can part icipate in ed ucational programs that will involve them in lite planni ng process and
facili tate their understandi ng o f the management process . Identifying and pers uadi ng
respected and influential indi viduals within the affected communiti es of the potential
benefits can also be a method of achieving credibility within the co mmunit y as a whole .
Finally. exploring the econom ic benefits and costs of these regions in as straight-forward
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a manner as possible can help to achieve the harvesters support because cost is generally
the ir bottom line (Lien 1988).
Communities as a whole can also become a pan of the process at several stages of
the establishme nt and management of these regions (Wells and While 1995).

The

commun ities can become involved in the initial planning stages through the promotion of
community discussions on the proposed MPA. This type of discussion is most often
promoted by designated community workers wno introduce the topic to the area. organize
local meetings and meet with community leaders. Members of the community can also
become involved in data collection and scientific studies that take place within the area.
Education should be ongoing throughout the establishment and management of these
~P As.

and is most successful when the community becomes involved. When the stages

of MPA establishment become more formal. the community can become involved in
committees that draft management plans and regulations. Comm inees can also involve

thecommun ity in the enforcement of regulations. which in many cases has proven to be a
more effective and less expensi....e approach than traditional government enforcement
(Alder 1996). Finally. the involvement of the community should and can be regularly
encouraged through a continuous feedback system. This can be achieved through media
coverage of the successes of the MPA (Wells and White 1995). Of course. the nature of
involvement on the pan of the community is largely dependent upon the individual goals
and characteristics of the MPA in question and the cultural ties. history and structure of
the local communi ties (Wells and White 1995). Although involving the community can
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be as expensive as running MPAs entirely through a central government. the rate of

success is much higher and more: long-term when the community is involved in the
initiative (Wells and White 1995).

6.3 - Attitudes Towa rd Marin e Co nserva tion Areas in the Newfound la nd Context

Parks Canada recognizes the importance of public support in establishi ng
successful MCAs. and the economic imponance of the marine habitat in the Bonavista
and Notre Dame Bay proposed area has been acknowledged as the y stress the need for
public support and understanding in their policy documents and feasibility study. An
essential part of their process has been the designation of communit y facilitators and a
project coordinator whose function it is to assess the public opinion on the initiative and
to answer any questions which may arise on the subject (Parks Canada 1997). These
individuals will be vital to the success of the Bcnavista and Notre Dame Bay initiative
given that public support has increased lhe success of similar initiatives world....ide
(Andersson and Ngazi 1995; McClanahan 1997). The importance of public support has
been illustrated in initiatives such as the Eastport l obster Protection Agency. which was
created from the user-groups within this same region. The success of this organization.
which was formed from a small. localized group of stakeholders. is seen in the level of
consensus achieved in conservation issues. Clearly. it is possible for a management plan
that originates from government level to succeed if local support and involvement

art

maximized, The problem with the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA is that it must

S7

involve harvest ers from a much larger geogra phical area,

Indeed, it is likely that

thousands of harvesters from different communi ties will be affected in some mann er by
th is MC A. and trying to achieve a comm on voice am ong such a large group is inhere ntly
more diffi cult. A given communi ty may have its own goals that are often in conflict with
those o f other co mmuni ties. Thu s. the proce ss of ach ieving a consensus is both more
difficult and more im portan t to the success of the whole endeavor.
Rela tions between Paries Canada and the communities that fall within the
proposed Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay MCA have been characteri zed as "poo r" (Bird
1995). This is es pecially true of the harvesters who feel that they will be most affected by
MCA establis hmen t and their co mm unities will receive few benefits (Bird 1995) .
Generall y speak ing, there are three major fears that charac terize the people ......ho have
been affected by potent ial Me A establishment (Ricketts 1988), and each of these fears
are relevant to the Bona vista and Notre Dame Bay situatio n. These includ e : ( I) potential
change s in fishery regulations and increased interferen ce on the pan o f management will
affect their livelihood ; (2) increased tourist activities wi ll interfere with harvesting
practices; (3) perman ent settlements would be forced out of the region . The first is of
course. the most prom inent of the fears and has bun exp ressed on the part of harv esters
who will be affected by the proposed Bonavista and Notre: Dame Bay MCA (C BC Radio
1998b). The only way to alleviate th ese fears and to relieve some of the distrust towards
government agencies is to be as ope n and clear as possible in the: pertinent legislation and
in educ ating the public on how they will be affected by such regions. This approac h has
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been used by Parks Canada through the designation of community facilitators. the
distri bution of news letters. and the organization of public meetings . Nonetheless. the
harvesters appear to feel that straight answers about the initiative are not very
forth coming (CaC Radio 1999b). In addition. the desired separation betwee n the concept
of National Terrestrial Parks and Me As has net been achieved. Fears that harvest ing
activities within the region will ultimately be prohibited persist des pite attempts to
illustrate otherwise (CaC Radio 199 9b).

Do the harvesters have cause to be concerned that harvesting ....i ll be curtai led or
prohibited ? Their concern is valid because harvesters perceive that the curren t crisis in
Newfoundland's fisheries is a result o f the Federal Government' s mismanagement. This
is undou btedly true to a certain extent. however. the harvesting activities w'ithin MCAs

w'ill continu e under the management of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO).
Given that this is the case. ultimately there really should be no more conce rn than is
usuall y experi enced when OFO allocates quotas. licences and fishing seaso ns.

This

informat ion is contained within the newsletter that has been distributed throughout the
affec ted communities. and the ongoing distrust suggests that either harvesters have not
read them or they are suspicious of what they perceive to be governme nt propaganda.
The latter is more likel y given the level of mistrust that exists between harvesters and the
DFO.

There is also legitimate concern about the impact of new regulations.

For

example . one regulation within the MCA policy minimi zes the use of harm ful harvesting
activities that are destructi ve to the sea bed. This is an obvious source of contention

"

because regulating agencies will have the potential to limit any number of fishing
practices if they are proven to be harmful to the sea bed. This is perceived as a threat
despite the fact that DFO already has the jurisdiction to impose these regulations. Thus.
it is the threat of the unknownthat jeopardizes the success of this initiative. The only
potential remedy 10 these problems is continued aaempts to educate fishers and the
general public on the initiative and provide straightforward responses to questions. In
addition. new regulations would be subject

10

review processes that are done in

consultation with the public. making the potentially affected individuals fully aware of
the problem before a new regulation is enacted,
MCAs that have the suppon of local communities are much more likely to be
successful in achieving their goals of protecting elements of the marine environment
while allowing harvesting activities to continue. This has proven to be true ....i thin the
established MCAs such as Fathom Five in Canada and in MPAs worldwide such as the
Greet Barrier ReefMP A (Kenchington 1988: McClellan 1988). Public support does not
mean that user conflicts will not occur. however. and to expect a complete avoidance of
confl ict is unrealistic. Nonetheless. it is entirely possible to minimize conflict through
community involvement. Education of the affected public. and involving the community
in both the establishment and management of these regions is an essential part of this
process. This approach has proven to be effective in many cases worldwide including
regions in the United States with issues similar to those in the Bonavista and Notre Dame
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Bay area (CBC Radio 1998c). Parks Canada is by no means ignoring this fact, and has
attem pted 10 follow this mood as much as possible.
It is apparent that while the biological and economic reasons for esta blishing

MCA s may be compelling, it is the social aspects tha t can make or break these initiatives.
Whethe r Parks Canad a will be successful in their attempts to obtain the suppon of the
affected co mmuni ties within the Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay proposed site appears to
be a maner of time. Clearly. the road aheadof them is made considerab ly mort difficult

by the strong cultural ties to the sea and the innate distrust of government that is
displayed by the potentiall y impacted inhabitants of this region,

.1

Cha pter VII: Summa ry, Conclusions a nd Recommen dati ons
7.1 - Gene ra l Summary
Historically. the initial goals in creatin g Marine Protected Areas (MPAs ) were
biological in nature . howe ver. it was quickl y realized that the unique charact eristic s o f the
marine environment required a differen t approach

man

had been used within the

terrestrial realm . These differences have been a majo r contributor to the delays in the
development o f MPAs worldwide. and Marine Conserva tion Areas (MCAs) in Canada.
In order to overco me the problems that have delayed the establishment of MPAs and
MCAs. an approach that deals with these differences has been developed .
MPAs and MCAs must be specifically dealt with through the designation o f
unique legislation. which is preferab le. or through amendments to existing legislation .
Regulations. penalties and methods of enforcem ent should be de arly indicated so that
those affected will be a w are of the consequence s o f the legisl ation and failure to com ply.
Within Canada. MCAs arc currently only dealt with through an amendment to the
National Parks ACL

Though legislation dealing specifi cally with MCAs has been

propo sed and is fairly specific in its regula tions it has not. as of yet. been ratified . This
lack of binding legislation may create dela ys or cause problems because witho ut it.
changes to the initiativ es can be made much more easily. This flexibility may be a point
of contentio n for the affected public.
The biological bene fits of these regions should also be spelled out in as straigh tforward a manner as poss ible.

linking these benefits to economic benefits is

3
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particularly effective strategy. TIle biological benefits are numerous, provided that the
regions are initially selected and then managed correctly. It is also imponan t to note that
many of these benefits may take years to realize. while still others are difficult to value
economically and instead must be valued at a social level.
The economics of MPAs should also be clearly explained to those affected. This
is after all. the bottom line for most individuals. Making the public aware of the potential
economic benefits is. of course. especially important although the costs should by no
means be ignored.

Supporting economic initiatives within the Me A may be a

mechanism by which public support can be obtained.
The social aspect of these regions is probably one of the most important aspects to
consider in protected area establishment.

This is especially true of the marine

environment because those regions that are most imponant to protect also tend to be
those that are the most populated. Without support at the grassroots level it will be
virtually impossible to successfully establish these regions. let alone to ensure their
success. A key step to help ensure public support is education and involvement in all
stages of MPA establishment and management. This brings the initiative to the public
and makes them feel they are part of it.
When considering implementing protected areas. the sponsoring government must
be aware of the potential for conflict amongst those individuals who have traditionally
used the environments. In order to minimize these problems. the legal. biological.
economic and social aspects must all be considered. Within today' s society. it is no
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longer possible to establish MPAs on a purely biological basis without considering those
who will be affected or the economic impacts of their implementation. Those MPAs or
MCAs which will be ultimately successful are those which keep theseconsiderations in
mind.

7.2 - Conclusions · Marine Conserv ati on Artas and the Bonavista a nd Notre Dame
Bay Site
lt is without a doubt that MPAs worldwide have succeeded in a variety of ways
and in a variety of fields.

They have prevented the degradation of the marine

environment while enhancing the resources both within and outside of their boundaries.
ln addition. they are a management initiative that involves the public in marine
conservation and educates on issues within the marine environment. Finally. they may
potentially reap economic benefits for the region in question and can be opportune sites
for marine research (Qubbay 1995).
MCAs also have similar potential as MPAs. however. the obstacles to their
success are considerable. Environmental ideologies such as MPAs cannot alv..a ys be
achieved in the real world. MPAs were designed in order to provide for the protection of
the marine environment in the form of marine reserves. These were to provide a refuge
for marine organisms that would preserve rare species. allow possible increases in others.
provide a relatively untouched environment for biological study. and a locale for limited
ceo-tourism where feasible. They would ideally preserve a piece of the environment that
has been and is currently being decimated world....ide. This is not the basis for the

...

initiative that has been proposed for the Bcnavista and Notre Dame Bay regions. The
goal of this initiative is to preserve the mari ne environment while allowi ng the
sustainabl e use of the resource. While this stateme nt may appear

10

be contradictory in

nature . the sheer existence of this initiative within the Newfoundland context is a huge
step forward given that fishing has been the lifeblood o f thousands of Newfo undlanders
for centuries . In add ition, many believe that this type of multiple- use initiati ve is the way
to go in the future . The key is in defining activities that are compat ible.

Whethe r

compatib ility can be achieved in the current Bonavista and Notre Dame Bay initiative
will be determ ined in time.

Inevitable comp lications have been introduced into the

process as a result of the use and misuse of common buzzwords such as sustainable. This
term has innume rable definitions that most ett en depend upon the inexact science of
stock assess ment and the decisions o fpolluciens. This could. given both the envi ronment
and past history. jeo pardize the goals of this initiative.

If public support could be

obtained. the initiative may also be ineffectual in its biological goals as a resu lt o f the
uncertain biological management techniques .
Regardless of the outcome. it is encouraging tha t this type o f initia tive is being
consi dered within Newfound land. given that it appears to reflect a chang e in mana gement
perspective towards the public . their thoughts. desires, and perspectives. This is truly
important because. perhaps for the first time. the public is being incl uded within the
dec ision-making process. Th is is a shift in ideology that reflects that the managem ent of
the resource must come from the people if it is ultimately going to be successful.

"

7.3 - Recomm end ati on s

As a result of examining the different aspects of MPAs and MCAs, me following
reco mmendations can be made far those individuals involved in establishing these

regions with particular reference to the Newfoundland context:
More detailed study of the social impacts/attitudes about this MCA. This may
be facilitated through a survey.
Management structure should look into the potential economic benefits of this
region in detail and stress these to the public.
Obtaining local ecological knowledge from harvesters about some of the
physical and biological characte ristics should be a priority, penicularty in

terms of esta blishing compelling biological bases for establis hment and
maintenance of the MeA .
Harvesters should be aware of the imponancc of their contributions and how
they will benefit the project.

Harvesters should be a part of the enforcement measures of the region. This
will potentially be more effective and promote income within the region.
Zoning for the area should be released as soon as possible and designed in
consultation with harvesters
Specific legislation dealing with MCAs should beenacted as soon as possible
to provide a binding framework that the affected public can continue to
consult.
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